Next-level power. Now in two sizes.
Pro-grade Camera

Power of S Pen

High-powered pro lenses in your pocket mean beautiful portraits,
stunning landscapes and crisp super-closeups in any light. Plus
S Pen allows you to switch lenses and capture remotely.

Super Fast Charge

S Pen is the closest thing to a magic wand for your smartphone.
Take perfect pictures with a remote one-touch lens-switch and
shutter button, control remotely with air gestures, seamlessly export
handwriting to text in Microsoft Word, twirl to scrub or trim video, take
notes without unlocking your phone, and crush a new personal best in
games with a stylus that gives you more power than ever before.

Fell asleep watching a season finale on your phone? Running out the
door last minute? You're covered with Super Fast Charge for hours of
juice from minutes of charge time.1

Intelligent All-Day Battery

Cinematic Infinity Display
Galaxy Note10's immersive Infinity Display has nearly invisible bezels
that create a seamless experience between thought and action,
viewing and creating.

Galaxy Note10's intelligent battery uses an algorithm to learn from
how you live to optimize power. Takes you through a day—or more—
of work and life without ever giving out on you. Download and upload
files, catch up on your favorite shows, shop with Samsung Pay, share
all your selfies and crush your personal best gaming scores, all on
minutes of charge.2

Color

Glass:

Glass:

Aura White

Aura White

Aura Black

Aura Black

Aura Glow

Aura Glow

Screen

ߧࢋߤÃ͝ѣ̈͝ϩцÜϑΧ̷ɇц
Full HD+ Dynamic AMOLED

ߧࢋߩÃ͝ѣ̈͝ϩцÜϑΧ̷ɇц
Quad HD+ Dynamic AMOLED

Processor

Octa-Core
(2.8 GHz + 2.4 GHz + 1.7 GHz)
Qualcomm SM8150

Octa-Core
(2.8 GHz +2.4 GHz +1.7 GHz)
Qualcomm SM8150

Biometrics

Ultrasonic In-Display Fingerprint ID

Ultrasonic In-Display Fingerprint ID

Front Camera

ߢߡđťƊʪ̷ѣʪAɇ͔ʪθɇӥϩ˵
Dual Pixel

ߢߡđťƊʪ̷ѣʪAɇ͔ʪθɇӥϩ˵
Dual Pixel

Rear Camera

Pro-grade Camera
12MP Super Speed Dual Pixel
16MP Ultra Wide
12MP 2x Zoom

Pro-grade Camera
12MP Super Speed Dual Pixel
16MP Ultra Wide
12MP 2x Zoom
Rear Depth Sensing Camera

Capacity

256GB Storage3 / 8GB RAM

256GB Storage3 / 12GB RAM
512GB Storage3 / 12GB RAM
Expandable up to 512GB4

Battery

3,500 mAh (Typical)5
Intelligent All-Day Battery2
Super Fast Charge1
Fast Wireless Charge 2.0
Wireless PowerShare6

4,300 mAh (Typical)5
Intelligent All-Day Battery2
Super Fast Charge1
Fast Wireless Charge 2.0
Wireless PowerShare6

1
When using the included charger and cable. 2Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data and other
application usage patterns. Results may vary. 3Portion of memory occupied by existing content. 4MicroSD card sold separately. 5Typical value tested under third-party lab condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com. 6Wireless
PowerShare limited to Samsung or other brand smartphones and accessories with WPC Qi wireless charging. Check samsung.com for compatibility. May not work with certain accessories, covers, or other brand devices. May affect call reception or data services, depending on your
network environment. Speed and power efficiency of charge varies by device. © 2019 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung, Galaxy Note, S Pen, AMOLED and Samsung Pay are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG
Inc. Other company names, product names and marks are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks. Screen images simulated. Appearance of devices may vary.

